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Gossip Psycho Killer
Emma Stone's ‘Cruella’ is a punk rock villain origin story of the infamous Cruella de Vil that never once uses love interests to save the day.
An In-Depth Analysis of ‘Cruella’: Emma Stone Is A Punk Feminist Icon In This Revenge Tale For Villain Sympathy
You look so bad,'" Lee says of playing the film's titular "Bad," a sadistic killer who heads up a gang ... eyes as "commanding" and having a "Korean psycho-gangster mentality." ...
Korean idol Lee Byung-hun makes waves overseas
When Eyes Wide Shut was released in 1999, it was preceded by months of frenzied gossip. It was the first film in 12 years ... cinema's long history of depicting trans people as unhinged lunatics ...
The 23 Best Sex Movies Ever Made: A Countdown
Hollyoaks has confirmed that PC George Kiss's killer will be revealed next week. John Paul McQueen has been arrested as the main suspect for the abusive copper's murder, but viewers have since been ...
Hollyoaks confirms George Kiss killer will be unveiled next week
Fictional men surreptitiously gazing and covertly spying has a long and torrid tradition, from Norman Bates in Psycho to Mark Lewis ... and possible stone-cold killer? And what of the flat just ...
Brooding five-part drama about a surveillance mission into a missing teacher that has a few hitches along the way
Richard Widmark's film debut as a giggling psycho killer (assigned to eliminate an old lady, he chuckles as he launches her wheelchair down a staircase) is the chief point of interest in this 1947 ...
Kiss of Death
The Killing Eve actress, 49, recently returned to the property after a few months living elsewhere to find that the items were no longer there, according to TMZ.
KILLING EVE: LATEST NEWS, CAST UPDATES AND GOSSIP
Episodes will also stream weekly on Mondays on discovery+.... ED GEIN: THE REAL PSYCHO Debuts Friday, April 9 March 05, 2021 Sixty years after Gein’s arrest, documentary film producer and ...
INVESTIGATION DISCOVERY TV
The script by Nicholas St. John (who would become a Ferrara regular) not only anticipates American Psycho but offers a fascinating look at New York's bohemian art scene circa 1979.
The Driller Killer
Line Of Duty's explosive series six finale is set to kick off on Sunday night, with avid fans (and AC-12 themselves) desperate to discover the identity of 'H'. And ahead of the show, former Line ...
Line Of Duty star predicts the series six finale will 'break hearts'
Patrick Bateman, 'American Psycho' Patrick Bateman is the original Wall Street scumbag, but with the twist that he's also a serial killer. He still looks great in a suit though!
TV and movie villains people find weirdly attractive
Following that film, Gautham decided to make the experimental thriller Nadunisi Naaygal, and roped in his AD to play the central role of a psycho killer. K BHAGYARAJ DIRECTOR: Bharathirajaa FILM ...
From ADs to actors in their guru's films
If you’re at all a member of the beauty community or the parent of a newborn, chances are that you’re very familiar with a muslin cloth — a cotton fabric that serves all sorts of purposes and is ...
Bangladeshis retell their history through the revival of this ancient fabric
Following a visually impaired man as he attempts to rescue his love interest from a serial killer, the dark story behind the murderer’s disturbing psyche emerges. The twists and turns of the ...
10 must watch Tamil films that you can enjoy with subtitles
Khloe Kardashian labelled a 'lunatic' and a 'psycho' after HUGE catfight Kim Kardashian & Kourtney and their kids wear matching outfits for cute shoot Celebs cash in on the latest Instagram trend ...
Kourtney Kardashian
Coronation Street's Kym Marsh heralds Helen Flanagan's return as Rosie Webster to Weatherfield Jack P Shepherd reveals David Platt's EXPLOSIVE revenge plot for Kylie's killer Clayton on Corrie ...
Coronation Street
Dimitar Berbatov - who left Tottenham to join Manchester United in a £30.75million transfer in 2008 - has leant his words of wisdom to wantaway Spurs striker Harry Kane Get the latest football ...
Dimitar Berbatov advises Harry Kane on transfer as someone who left Tottenham for Man Utd
Manchester City and Manchester United have both emerged as strong candidates to sign Harry Kane with Pep Guardiola's side the bookie's favourite to land the Spurs striker Get the latest football ...
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